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IntKoduction

The term 'realism' has been used in nany different ways .

Thus, rather than assume or state a particular sense of the terá

to be used in this discussion of Virginia Woolf, we shall here

consider her work in the light of various epistemological problems

arising from a philospphy which for both intrinsic and historical

reasons seens relevant to her life and work - the philosophy of

G.E. Moore. Our exploration of the particular forra of realisa to

be found in Virginia Woolfs work will therefore lead us to consider

problems of philosophy, literary criticism and techniques of

fiction. We can, for the sake of convenience, discuss the

philosophical aspects first. These in turn divide into questions

of eplstemology and of metaphysicá but this paper will concentrate

on the former since, it is hpped, a fuiler understanding of the

writer's metaphysic - the view of reality she attempts to embody

in her writing - will emerge through the discussion of the

epistemological and criticai problems which preoccupied her. For,

as we suggest here, this question of the nature of reality resolves

itself in Virginia Woolf, into a constant exploration of the

relation between, and the relative status of, consciousness and

that which is externai to consciousness.

Philo&ophy and Sznóibility - G.E. Moofte and VViginia ttooli

The movement away from a direct concern with metaphysics

characterizes the philosophy of an age of scepticism, and of the

Twentieth century. It is clear in the emphasis of some writers
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on eplstemology,sciencelinguistics and psychology, and in the

work of Moore, Russell, Ayer and Sarfre, whilst writers of fiction

like Conrad and Kafka seem to express, at most, a nostalgia for

metaphysics rather than asserting seriously its possibility. But

the trend is not an inevitable consequence of a Zeitgeist: there

is clearly something metaphysical - in a philosophical as well as

a criticai sense - in the work of T.S. Eliot, which is absent in

Virginia Woolf. We suggest also that this is not solely a matter

of temperament but also of philosophical influence. The relation

of Eliot's work and thought to that of F.H. Bradley is now almost

as well documented as that of Woolf to Moore and the positions of

the two philosophers can be described, without controversy, as,

respectively. Idealism and Criticai Realism .

Moore's eschewal of metaphysics is reflected equally in his
4

method. Thus in "The Nature and Reality of Objects of Perception"

- as its title suggests, essentialy a refutation of idealisa -the

argument operates not in opposition to metaphysics but through a

theory of eplstemology and of perception.

The discussion of Moore's epistenology in thiaj paper,however,

is not intended to suggest any simple relation of influence to the
6 7

work of the novel!st . S.P. Rosenbaum suggest an alternativo

relation:

PhiloAophically, G.E. Uoont in&tutnctd Vixginia
Vooli mote than anyont et&t, but In additlon to
thU ditiect Ân&lutnce... Uoon.t'6 pklloiophy U
at&o xtpi&itntativt. oi the intetlictual militu
in which ViKginia Vooli toai boKn and b*id. Uany
oi tht idealò and Idtai In ou andtKniath Vixginia
Vooli'6 noveJU «e*e èhaKtd by UooKt toitn...
Le&lie Stzphtn, McTaggaKt, Rost*. fny, Lowza

Vickimon, and Btn.tA.and Kui&tll.
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It does seera that parts of the Bloomsbury group at least were as

receptivo to Moore's eplstemology as they were to his ethics8.

However, we shall be less concerned here to establish a direct

link between the philosophy and the novéis than to use the former

as a tool of our analysis of the latter.

Virginia Woolfs novéis can be seen as the response of a

particular temperament to various implications and problems

arising from Moore's philosophy and in this light are easier

understood than through a study of the resulting fiction.

Passmore suggests that aspects of Moore's philosophy itself

are explicable as a reaction to the implications of Idealism:

Moore, he writes,

neven loòt hii. ame oi wonden. and Kzlizi at

being able to bzlizvz in the Reality oi the.

zvzxyday woKld; and hz toai dttznmined not to
a

bz dKÍvzn out oi hit handly-won PaKaditz

- thus Moore's insistent common-sense realism. It has been shown,

however , that not only Idealism but also empiricism itself,

together with its emphasis on the sole reality of the externai,

material wovldo leads to a dead-end of solipslstic scepticism, by

insisting that only the externai world has reality yet failing to

establish any valid relation between this world and that of

consciousness. What Moore attempted was the attributlon of reality

to both worlds thus avoiding the sceptical and solipslstic

implications of empiricism made clear in the account of Hume's

philosophy given by Virginia Wool-'s father:

Ali ouk knoalzdgz ii inamed out oi 'impKzaioni'

and 'ideai', ideai bzíng iimply dzcaying

impKz&iioni. Thz attempt to iind a Kzality

undtnlying thziz impKzaioni ii iutile, and
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zvzn izli-conttiadictoKy. We ane com cioua only

oi an uncnea&lng itxzam oi moKz on. Iza vivid

izzlingi... Thz bzlizi that anything zxiiti
outiidz.oun. mind, when not actually pziczivzd,

ii a 'iiction'. Thz bzlizi in a continuoui
iubjzct which pzkczívzí thz izzlingi ii anothz*.
iiction... Thui Kzality ii to bz iound only in
thz zvzH.-van.ying stnzam oi izzlingi, bound
togzthzt by cuitom, Kzgaxdzd by a iiction on.

izt oi iictionA ai implying iomz pznmanznt izt
oi zxtznnal on. intzxnal Kzlatiom t... Thz old

bondi which hzld thingi togzthzn. havz bzzn
completzly diaolvzd. Humz can izz no way, to

fizplacz them, and Humz thzKzioKz, ii a
I 9

iyitzmatic iczptic.

It is worth quoting this passage at some length since it gives a

good account of what is often considered13 as Virginia Woolfs

own view of reality. Having suggested, however, that it is this

view which Moore seeks to destroy we shall suggest also that the

effort of the novelisfs work is to escape it and its

implications. We can add that Moore's effort was to a certain

extent successful from the point of view of logic and common-sense

but not from that of a temperament which both tended towards and

feared such scepticism. Before considering what Virginia Woolf

nade of the problem, therefore, we must look more closely at the

relevant aspects of Moore's argument.

Moore insists on the reality of both consciousness and its

object, attacking the Idealist indentification of the

two:

Wz havz thzn in zvzn.y izmation two diitinct

zlzmznti, onz which I call comciouinzii,and

ano thzn. which I call thz objzct oi

comciouinzii. Thii muit bz ío ii thz izmation

oi gn.een, though diüenent in onz n.eipzct,an.t

alikz in anothznt bluz ii onz objzct oi



izmation and gxzzn ii anothzn., and comciouinzii,

which both izmationA havz in common, ii

diüzKznt ixom zithtn .

13

Moore's dualism of consciousness and its object does, as he

intends, suggest the real, independem existence of the latter

but if the object can exist independently of consciousness so can

the latter exist in the absence of the object: we can imagine

things which are not externally present or recelve false Information

froa consciousaess conceming this externai reality* The two may be

united in an act of correct perception, but there is still no

means from within consciousness of testing the accuracy of its

sensations.

Given this weakness, to argue, as Moore does, that to have a

sensation is already to escape from the prision of our own

coasciousness, is to evade the real problem since although we must

be aware oi something, it is not necessarily something oatòidz our

consciousness. Moore's later appeal to common-sense is perhaps the

only way out of this labyrinth of scepticism and yet it is not only

something of an intellectual abdication, but must also fali to

satisfy the temperament of one inclined, albeit against his will,

not to common-sense but to solipsism. We can note here, and the

point will be more fully discussed later, that Virginia Woolf

rejects the appeal to common-sense and attempts a solution of the

problem from within one or more subjectivities.

Leaving, for & moment, the problem of the real existence of

the externai object we must add that Moore's realism makes any

conclusion as to its true nature equally problematic. For if the

17
object of consciousness is both real and distinct from

consciousness of it; and if the latter is in itself an adequate

escape from subjectivity, then conflicting accounts of the object

can no longer be reconciled through the notion of subjective
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distortion and interpretation. There is not a "Real" object and a

cluster of images of it, but a paradoxical fragaentation into

18
equally valid 'realities' . This feeds both the novelisfs

temperament which delights In the plenitude of the externai world,

and the sceptical distrust of the basic assumptions of

consciousness. Consciousness -subjectivity - introduces both

richness and innacuracy yet consciousness - imagination -also

introduces order into the chãos of plenitude. These polaritles are

central to Virginia Woolfs work.

Finally a further inadequacy of Moore's philosophy - although

not strictly speaking a matter of epistemology - must be noted. To

establish the real existence of the object is to say nothing of

its significance, its value. Moore himself makes it clear in

Pxincipia Ethica that value arises only in the presence of

consciousness: for example

lt izzmi to bz tKuz that to bz com cioui oi a

bzautiiul objzct ii a thíng oi gxzat intximic

vatuz; whzxzai thz iamz objzct, ii no onz bz

co meioui oi it, hai czxtaínly compaxativzly

littlz valuz, and ii commonly hzld to havz

nonz at ali.

Moore thus recognizes the distinetion between existence and

significance and we shall see that it is the significance of the

object in its relation to consciousness which is an important for

Virginia Woolf as its mere existence.

It is, then, the relation of object to consciousness -

following Moore's divislon of the two - which is the aost pressing

problem. Even this question, however, reaains largely

unproblematlc so long as the notion of consciousness held is one

which emphasises its receptivo, perceptive faculty. But once we



allow the notion of a creative activity - imagination - the

problem returns. Neither is this concept of the imaginaiion

incompatlble wlth literary reallsm: it is, rather, the basis of

'conscious' as opposed to 'conscientious' reallsm2?

Hzkz xzaliAm ii achizvzd not by imitation, but
by cxzation; a cxzation which, woxking aith thz
nattHiati oi liiz, abiolvzi thziz by thz

intzKczaion oi thz iaagination inom »zkz

iactuality and tKamlatzi thzm to a highzn.
91

oKdzn. .

This was the way Virginia Woolf not only thought about, but

experienced consciousness

But how zntixzly I livz in my iaagination; how

completely dzpznd upon ipunXi oi thought,coming

ai I walk, ai I iit; thingi chuKning up in my

mind and ío making a penpetual pagzant, which
ti

ii to bz my happinza .

And yet this internai activity - and thus the fiction it produces

is nourished by externai objects and events:

I iaw Bxitiih canozi, and thz oldzit plough in

Suiizx f750 iound at Rodnell, and a iuit oi

anmoun iaid to havz bzzn wonn at SzKimgapatam.

Ali thii I ihoald likz to WKitz about, I think15.

In the words of another wrlter, "Eventually an imaginary world is

24
entirely without interest . For Virginia Woolf, and her

75
characters , the loss of relation between consciousness and its

externai objects is insanity. Thus from a period of nervous

illness she draws the conclusion:

15
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Nzvzn. bz umeated by thz ihying oi that

undzpzndabtz bnute, liiz, hag-nidden ai ihz ii
26by my own queen, diiiicult nzxvoui iyitzm .

But this loss of relation is a constant threat if, as Moore also

suggests, value lies only wlth consciousness which is separated

from externai reality. The danger is that the latter becomes only

the occasion for the reveries of consciousness and otherwise

27
largely redundant. Thus in "The Mark on the Wall" the mark

itself is merely the starting-point for a chain of thought which

moves further and further away from it -

Htw Kzadily oun. thoughtA iwanm upon a nzw

objzct.

And yet the object itself is not redundant but serves a

psychological need:

índzzd, now that I havz iixzd my zyzi, upon it,

I izzl that I havz gnaiped a plank in thz Aza;

I izzl a iatiiiying aeme oi nzality.

Moore, in insisting that value enters a situation only wlth the

28consciousness of it, recognizes also that if consciousness is

incorrect in its perception or interpretation of the externai

reality, that value may be dimiaished or destroyed. Similarly for

Virginia Woolf, imaginaiion may be false and,as such, looses

29
value: the "Unwritten Novel" remains unwritten because untrue:

the fantasy constructed bears no relation to the real "MinieV"

That Virginia Woolf is entlrely unable to believe, wlth Keats, in

Adam's dream - "he awoke and found that it was true" - suggests

that the need to grasp and believe in the reality of things - of

Mife' - is not here siraply the "nostalgia for the object" or the
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demand of a solipsistic temperament to touch something real outslde

30itself . Its true cause will be considered later. First, though,

we must mention the opposite danger present in the emphasis on the

reality not of consciousness, but of the object.

For there is a constant tension between the nostalgia for the

object and the fear of it - life remains an "undependable brute."

The object, the world externai to the individual consciousness is

both a threat to the integrity of the self, and chãos which

challenges the demand of consciousness for some comprehensible

order and its power to create sueh an order. From this viewpoint

other subjects become objects:

Two kzAolute, iunbun.nt, duity gÍH.li in jzxizy

and ihont ikiKti, with packi on thzin. backi,

city clzn.ki on. izcH.ztan.izi, tnamping along

thz noad in thz hot iumhinz at Ript. VLy

imtinct at oncz thKotoA up a Acn.zen, which

condzmm thzmt ... But ali thii ii a gHzat

miitakz. Thziz icxzzm ihut mz out. Havz no

iCHzzm ion, icxzzm an.z madz oi oun. own

intzgumznt; and gzt at thz thing itizli which

hai no thing whatzvzH in common with a icn.zzn.

Thz iCJizzn-making habit, though, ii io

univzHial that it pnobably pnziZHvzi oun.

iamity. li wz had not thii dzvicz ion.

ihutting pzoplz oü ixom oun. iympathizi wz

might pznhapi diiiolvz uttzHly; izpan.atznzii

would bz impoiiiblz. But thz iCHzzm anz in

zxcza; not thz iympathy. .

32
The tensions are clear here as they are in the case of Septimus

Warren Smith whose insanity is a loss of reality and who is yet

destroyed by the 'Reality of Sir William Bradshaw' .

The threat of the chaas of fact to the demand for order - the

social and Aesthetlc unity of Mrs. Ramsay's dinner-party threatened
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by the world of uncompromising fact as embodied in Tansley -

suggests that behind this tension of the desire and fear of "the

thing itself" lies another oscillation between the will to unity

and to separateness:

I want to iink dzzpzx and dzzpzn., away, j/tom thz

iuH-iacz, with iti hand izpanatz iacts .

The constant co-existence and occasional conflict in Virginia

Woolfs fiction between an effort to penetrate below the surface

to the subjective experiences and inner processes of her

characters, and the residual naturalism - as, for instance in the

description of Mrs. Rarasay's Boeuf en Daube - can now be seen as

a consequence of an attempt to heal the dichotomy of subject and

object noted as the main problem arising out of Moore's

epistemology. Two factors are involved here. The first concerns

the wrlter's view of the nature of reality, the second her concern

with the nature and reality of consciousness.

As to the first point, having noted that both isolated

consciousness and brute fact appear incpmplete, we can suggest that

an adequate account of reality implies a unity of the two. We can

say of Virginia Woolf, as Beckett says of Proust that she

undzHitandi thz meaning oi Baudzlain.z'i

dziinition oi Kzality ai 'thz adzquatz

union oi iubjzct and objzct.

We can see this in her own dejÇinition of 'reality':

tíhat ii mzant by 'n.zality'T I would izzm to bz
Aomething vzny znnatic, vzny undzpzndablz - now

to bz iound in a duity noad, now in a icHap oi

nzwipapzK in thz Atnezt, now a daüodil in thz
iun. It lighti up a gxoup in a Hoom and itampi
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iomz caiual iaying. It ovzxwhzlmi onz walking

homz bznzath thz itaxi and makzi thz iilznt

woxld moxz xzal than thz wontd oi ipzech - and

thzn thzHz it ía again in an- omnibui in thz

upxoax oi Piccadilly. SomttimeA, too, it izzmi

to dwell in ihapzi too iax away ion ui to

diiczHn what thzix natuxz ía. But whatzvzx it

touchzi, it iixzi and makzA pzxmanznt. Thii ii

what Kzmaim ovzx whzn thz ikin oi thz day hai

bzzn cait into thz hzdgzj that ii what xzmaini

oi pait time and oi oun. lovzi and hatzi. How

thz wxitzH, ai I think, hai thz chance to livz

moxz than othzx people in thz pxzizncz oi thii

xzality. ít ii hii buiinza to iind it and

collzctzd it and communicatz it to thz xzit oi

ui55.

Reality, then , is not the series of random impressions or objects

but it is to be found there - that is, through an act of perception.

It is not the "skin of the day" but what remains in memory and

consciousness; and it is the wrlter - who both observes and creates

- who is most fully aware of and familiar with it.

If reality lies in the fusion of sübject and object, valie

and fact, then it follows that the sense of reality is threatened

as soon as either one of these is called into question. We have

seen the importance of contact with the externai reality, we must

also suggest now that the reality of consciousness itself may be

in doubt. One surprising lacuna in Moore's epistemology -

surprising in view of his conclusions concerning ultimato value in

the Pxincipia - is his failure to say anything about the nature or

processes of consciousness itself - what he in fact emphasises, is

its 'transparency . Such a notion of consciousness, however,

reduces it to a mere receiver of impressions which constantly

raodify it. The continuity of a particular consciousness - of the

self - thus becomes, as in Stephen's account of Hume's philosophy
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quoted earlier, a 'fiction': This is certainly a aotion of

consciousness of which Virginia Woolf was aware:

Thz mind xeczivzA a myxiad oi impxzaiom -

txivial, iantaitic, zvaneicznt, ox zngxavzd

with thz ihaxpnzAA oi Ateei.

But its consequence is the destruction of the fuslon and interactlon

of consciousness and its objects from which reality emerges. The

individual, his separateness, is thus destroyed through the pressure

of externai reality - like Septimus:

Nakzd, dziznczlza, thz zxhauitzd, thz

ixizndlza xzczivzd thz impxza oi Six

UHlÍam'i will3*.

In "The Lady in the Looking-Glass"3^ the individual is finally seen

as a hollow shell around a vacuum.

Shz itood nakzd in that pitilza light. And
thzxz wai nothing. liabzlla wai pzxizctly

zmpty.

And a similar idea underlles the imagery of vacancy in Jacob'i Room

- a book enacting the search for a particular consciousness, a

particular personality. There is, however, an alternative way of

looking at these aspects of the work which suggests the inadequaey

of this notion of consciousness. For consciousness does not merely

recelve impressions, it also - as "An Unwritten Novel" and "The

Mark on the Wall" suggest - creates its own fantasies, whilst the

apparent vacuity of another individual may be only apparent, the

result of his opacity to other subjectlvities. Thus throughout

Jaaob'i Room we see ali those who know Jacob making conjectures as

to his 'character': It is only from the position of the reader -



or the wrlter - that we see the inadequate and fragaentary nature

of these conjectures, and this is a consequence not of the

emptiness but of the coaplexíty of Jacob . The reality of

consciousness, of the self, is thus preserved but ia the process

we haae been brought back to the old problea of the separation oi

consciousness and its object - of the inner and ooter realitiex.and

now with the further coaplication of a separation between

consciousness. To see Virginia Woolfs atteapts to overcoae these

problems we must turn to her theory add prac?ico of fiction

fiction and Htalitg

The problea of the relation between consciousness and its

objects becomes, in the discussion of fiction, the criticai

problea conceming the relation between the creative, imaginativo

activity of the novelist and the aaterial froa the world about hia

on which this works* This latter relation, for Virginia Woolf, is

not one of iaitation - that is to say, her reallsm is 'conscious'

rather than 'conscientious'. This' is aade clear in the essay

"Phases of Fiction"41 in which she suggests that the 'Poets' give

a aore complete picture and sense of reality than do the 'Truth-

Tellers'. Yet if we are to say that Virginia Woolf is a poet, we

42
aust also add, as does B.M. Forster that

She ii a pozt, mko wanti to wxitz iomztking ai
ntax a novzt ai poiitblt.

Toa point is that she does write novéis and not poeas, the reason

being that the novel is both the gene» aost open to the richness

and contingency of life43 and yet, in its formal aspects, also

satisfies consciousness' deaands for order. Virginia Woolfs

oonstant aia was to realixe both these potentialities of the fora:
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9hat I «c4 going to iay «nu that I tkink

mxlting mtat 6c iotmat. Thz out mtut 6c

*t4peetta\ TfcXi itxéck ac xzading iomt oi

my nota fccâc» í«* ii one Zct* £ftc aincf
«ou looét it bicomti agotiitlc} pzxional,

«Ucl I dUtit. A± tU iomt Umz tU

IxxtaaUx (ixt mu4t 6c thzxz...44

Ia wtiting Tfcc Vuuu this duality was brought hoae to her:

Anyhow, in thii book I lave <U«eoveted' that
tktxt mait 6c contxaitt onz itxata on tagtx

tan*t 6c dtvtloptd inttmivzlg, ai X dld I

capect in Taiv Wavti. nUkout haxm to tU
êtàaXA,

lt itxuck ac tko' that I àave now xzachzd

a iuKthtx itagz In my «*4tc*'4 aivantt. 1

4cc that thzxz mc iouxf caatftAiaM» «tt 4o

6c pJtooaccd, in human liizt and that tzadi
to a iax xichtx gxouping and pxopoxtion. I

meant I; and thz not I; and thz outtx and

tht inntx4*.

Fiction, then, may offer a solution, a model for the relation of

consciousness and externai reality. Before discussing this «ore

generally, however, we. shall first consider various atteapts

within the fiction to establish such a relation.

Soae of the «arlf stories - "Blue and Green," 'tThe String

Quartot," and "A Haunted House," for example - are aerely

iapressionist studies, atteapts at rendering the ayriad sensations

and processos of consciousness. Yet, as we have seen, once the

notion of the transparency of consciousness is rejected, such

sketches can no longer be held to do justice to the reality of the

externai object. On a larger scale even Thz Vavzi - as Virginia

Woolf herself suggests in the passage quoted above * tends to

negate the objects and events of the-externai world through their
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absorption into the consciousness of the book'ss characters; even

the death of Percival is distanced and diminished by its

presentation solely through this médium. The rendering of

consciousness alone, then, leads to an incompleto and distorted

picture of reality: and this, as "The Mark on the Wall" suggests

is not merely because of consciousness' power of autonomous

fantasy. It is also related to the fact that each consciousness -

each "Centre of self," to use George Blliofs phrase - is the

centre of a different reality, different because perceived

differently. We have seen already how this fiagmentation of

reality foiIows from Moore's epistemology. In "Kew Gardens" it is

taken to extremes through the fiction of rendering a snuil's

consciousness of the world and events around itself - its reality.

But even within the sphere of human life we see in this story how

each pair or group of figures moves in its own particular world.

The problems of abstracting from this multiplicity of worlds the

•true' nature of externai reality becomes even more acute for the

novelist since, however much Moore and others may insist that this

reality does zxiit independent of perception, it cannot be

dzicxibzd without the intervention of consciousness. Description

becomes one more 'screen' erected against reality:

But how dzicxibz thz woxld izzn without a

izlit Thzxz axz no woxdi. Bluz, xzd, - zvzn
thzy diitxact, zvzn thzy hidz with thickntiA
imtzad fii Iztting thz light thxough46.

Thus the attempt to render the naked "thing in itself" is bound to

fail: it does not only in the "Time Passes" section of To Tfce

Lighthoait, where the description of change in the house and its

surroundings are interspersed with, and can be said to exist for

the sake of, bracketed Information about the character,s of the book;
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but also in the italictxed sections of Thz Wavzi.Here the insistently

aetaphoric character of the wrltíng indicated the consciousness

that perceives, interprets and describes.

Yet,of course.to say that description,that consciousness is a

'screen' to reality is a fallacy since the notion of reality we have

already underlined insista en the presence of both object and

consciousness. Virginia Woolfs atteapts to render the externai world

in the absence of consciousness may correspond to Moore's refutation

of 'to be is to be perceived' and of course the externai world aust

exist independtly if its relation to consciousness is to be effective,

but it is something of an abberation from the body of her fictional

theory and practice. Thus Bennett and tialsworthy are criticized as

materialista not only for their emphasis on sheer iraitation but also

for failing to include consciousness in their picture of the world.

7 bzlitvz that ali novzli bzgin with an old lady in

thz coxnzx oppoiitz. 1 bzlizvz that ali novzli,that

ii to iay, dzal with chaxactzx, and that it ii to

zxpxza chaxactzx.... that thz ioxm oi tht novzl,io
clumiy, vtxboiz, and undxamatic, io xich,zlaitic,

and alivz, hai bzzn znvolvzd.

"... iox Mxi. Bxown ii ztzxnal, HXi. Bxown ii human

natuxz,... thzxz iht iiti and not onz oi thz

Edwaxdian wxítzXi hai io much ai lookzd at hzx.Thzy

havz lookzd vzxy powzxiully, izaxchingly, and
iympathztically out oi thz window; at iactoxizi, at

Utopiai, zvzn at thz dzcoxation and upholitzxy oi

thz caxxiagz; but nzvzx at hzx, nzvzx at tiiz,
nzvzx at human natuxz.

Yet the consciousness to be described is not that of the novelist:

it is the reality of Mrs.Brown "imposing itself on another person"

that lies at the gênesis and the heart of the novel and this

independent reality must be constantly recognized - as it is not

in "An Unwritten Novel." We return.then, to the problea of how

one consciousness - now that of the wrlter - is to transcend its

own limits and not only recognized the reality but perceive the
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nature of another consciousness.

The relationship of Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay suggests one solution:

the barrlers between selves arr broken down by an intuition guided

by love:

Shz knzw thzn - ihz knzw without having Izaxnzd.

Yet there remains both an eleaent of opacity - even to his wife -

in Mr. Ramsay, the recognition of which is, paradoxically, one

aspetc of her love:

Hot iox thz woxld would ihz havz imokzn to

him, xzaliaing, ixom thz iamiliax iigm, hii

zyzi avzxtzd, and iomz cuxioui gathzxing

togzthzx oi hii mzxion, ai ii he wxappzd

himitli about and nzzdzd pxivacy into wfutch

to Xzgain hii zquilibxium, that he wai

outxagzd and anguiihzd .

More damaging, is the limitation of this love and hence of this

intuition - thus Mrs. Ramsay cannot respond so sympathetically to

Charles Tansley whose charactev differs from her husband's less

intrinsically than as a result of his wordly position and failure.

There is, furthermore, a residue of egotism - and whether this is

actual or a result of Virginia Woolfs failure in realizatlon, the

effect Is the same - in Mrs. Ramsay's consciousness of herself as

both spiritual and organizing centre of the group.

A more adequate connection between consciousness and others

is suggested in the comment on Mrs. Brown:

... iox Uxí. Bxown ii ztzxnal, Uxí. Bxown ii

human natuxz, Mxa. Bxown changzi only on thz

iuxiacz.

Whether or not we accept this notion of a common and eternal human
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nature we can see its appeal for a consciousness wishing to reach

others yet feeling itself trapped in its own circle, and we can see

its importance as both ideological and structural pTinciple in a

novel like Mxí, Valloway. This principie is outlined in the

novelist's own comment on the book:

I ihould iay a good dzat about Thz HouXi and
my diicovzxyt how Z dig out bzautiiut cavzi

bzhind my chaxactzxn I think that givzi zxactly

what I wantt huaanity, kamoux, dzpth, The idza

ii that thz caèzi ihall connzct and each comzi
Cf

to daylight at thz pxz&znt momznt .

The real connection between Mr. Dalloway the society lady and

Septimus Warren Smith the shell-shocked ex-clerk is not the

fortuitous surface conjunctions of their lives - the cloud

advertising, the Priae Minister's car and the chiaes of Big Ben -

but is intrinsic to the depths of their consciousness . The more

superficial - and, it must be adaitted, contrived connections are

not, however, redundant since they constitute an atteapt to relate

two of the "diaensions" of human life - the inner and the outer.

The suggestion of an underlying unity of selves is aore

successfully realized, howover, through its counterpointing with

superficial differences: thus in Bztazzn thz Acti the individuality,

indeed, animosity, of the characters is emphasised whilst the

pageant itself - that is, art - demonstrates a unity through time

and accross social class, Thus the sudden placing of a mirror on

the stage implicates the audienee in the show, and the livos,they

have been watching;

That it is here art which reveals this indicates that for the

imprisioned consciousness writing itself may provido a therapy.

Virginia Woolfs criticism of Joyce is relevant here (and not its

accuracy but its implications for her own effort in writing concern
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us):

But it ii poiiiblz to pxza a littlz iuxthzx
and wondzx whzthzx wz may not xzizx oux izniz
oi bzing in a bxíght yzt naxxow xoom,coniinzd
and ihut in, xathzx than znlaxgzd and izt

ixzz, to iomz limitation impoizd by thz mzthod

ai well ai by thz mind. li it thz mzthod that

inhibiti thz cxzativz powzxt ía it duz to thz

mzthod that wz izzl nzithzx jovial nox

magnanimoui, but czntxzd in a izli which, in

ipitz oi iti txzaox oi iuAczptibility, nzvzx

zmbxaczi ox cxzatzi what ii outiidz itizli and

bzyondt54

In writing? the dissolution of the barrlers of consciousness - as

experienced by Bemard - becomes not the loss but the

transcendence of the individual consciousness, the reality of

which is asserted by its own activity in the creative process of

writing. The validity of its connection with the "not I" is given

not by any crude fora of verificatlon but by the sense of expanslon

and liberation of one consciousness into others, and of a

satisfylng order achieved through the interactlon and collaboration

of consciousaess and its objects. Tnus in Be-toeea thz Acti the

pageant - both product and story of human life and consciousness

is twice saved from failure by uncontrollable factors - the

appearance of the cows and the sudden raln . The incidents

Pope's words on the interactlon of Art and Nature:

Vaxti amwzxing paxti ihall itidz into a wholz,
Spontanzoui bzautizi ali axound advancz,

Staxt zv'n ixom diüiculty, itxikz ixom chancz;

Natuxz ihall join youj ...

Yet for Virginia Woolf this ordering seems less spontaneous, more
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precarious, its achievement far more dependent on selection and

excluslon by consciousness: the absorptlon of the externai world by

that of consciousness noted in The WaveA , our sense of narrowness

in the social range of her characters, the uneasy feeling that the

asserted unity of human personality is, in the novéis, rather a

matter of her failure fully to stand outslde her own senslbillty and

personality: we have only to measure Virginia Woolf against the

Tolstoy she frequently praised to recognize this failure. If writing

is a forra of therapy it will also tend to be an escape from aspects

of the world:

ít wai thz night C. killzd hzxizli. We wzxz

walking along that iilznt bluz itxzzt with

thz Aca Holding. I iaw ali thz violzncz and

unxzaion cxoiiing in thz aixt ouxiztvzi imall;

a tumult outiidzt iomzthing tzxxíiyingxunxzaion

- ihall I mafee a book out oi thiit ít would bz

a way oi bxinging oxdzx and ipzzd again into my

woxldSs.

Thus, even in writing The Vzaxi where the effort to give

tU wholz oi thz pxziznt iocizty - nothing
59

Izüi iacti ai wzll ai thz viiion

is most sustained, the effort to inclusiveness becomes absorbed in

the problem of form - "how to adjust the two worlds"of art and

life, internai and externai reality. With this problem we are

brought back to our starting point - the relation between

consciousness and its objects. The purpose of this paper has been

to understand Virginia Woolfs effort to achieve a satisfactory

relation between the two rather than to evaluate her achievement;

and if we return to the notion of reality offered earlier - "the

adequate union of subject and object" it follows that not simply
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inclusiveness but the order perceived by consciousness must be our

criterion for the achievement of reallsm.

Although Proust takes the emphasis on consciousness. much further

than Virginia Woolf - for example, his archetype of the artist is

the rausician who works In the subjective world of time, whilst hers

is the painter, working in the externai world of space - another

comment in Becketfs essay on the French wrlter is to the point here.

Seeing the object in itself, he suggests, is a matter of fully

conscious perception:

whzn thz objzct ii pzxczivzd ai paxticulax ané
uniquz and not mzxzly thz «embe* oi a iamily,
whzn it appzaxi indzpzndznt oi any gznzxal
notion and dztachzd ixom thz ianity oi a
cattiz,... thzn and only thzn may it bz a

iouxcz oi znchantmznt. Ünioxtunatzly Habit

hai laid iti vzto on thii ioxm oi pzxczption,
iti action bzing pxzciizly to hidz thz

zazncz - The Idea - oi thz objzct in thz

hazz oi conczption t pxzconczption .

Thus it is only consciousness as intellect, not as intuition,which

acts as a screen to the externai - we recai1 the opposition of

intellect and intuition in To thz Lighthouiz. Beckett adds that it

is habit which eliminates suffering whilst living and perceiving

consciously is the gateway to both suffering and reality. This

explains why Virginia Woolfs emphasis on the ordering achieved

through consciousness is not escapism Since it does not eliminate

suffering - it is the habitual coaplaconcy of Sir William Bradshaw

not the imagination and senslbillty of either Mrs. Dalloway or

Septimus Warren Smith which does this.

To say that reality is the union of subject and object is to

say that, whilst the externai world does exist independently its

reality - significance and value - is only realized through a
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conscious rather than habitual perception of it - that ia why the

italicized passages of Thz Navzi achieve, through their metaphoric

writting, an effect of vividness rather than detachment .

Furthermore, since both halves of Moore's dualism have reality,the

eliraination of consciousness is equally a distortion of the total

reality: what Virginia Woolf attempts is to communicate and activate

both a consciousness of the externai world and of the inner world

of consciousness itself. Her work is an assertion of the validity

of consciousness - and thus of art - as a mode of perceiving

reality, a means of establishing relatlonship between the dimensions

of human life: "I and the not I; and the outer and the inner." From

this viewpoint consciousness and art do not distort reality but offer

a frame for those aoaents in which we are most fully aware of it:

But thz bxzzzz blzw thz gxzat ihzzt out; and

ovzx thz zdgz hz iuxvzyzd thz landicapz -

ilowing iizldi, hzath and woodê, fxamzd thzy

bzcamz a pictaxz. Had he bzzn a paintzx, U

woutd havz iixzd hii zaizl hzxz, whzxz thz

countxy baxxzd by txzzi, lookzd likz a
69.

pictaxz. Thzn thz bxzzzz izll.
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